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Maximise the return
on your investment
property
Know what expenses
you can claim

Often, the mention of the word ‘audit’ strikes fear
into the heart of all business owners. They view
an audit as a stressful and often confusing time.
However, it need not be this way.
The team at The Quinn Group has extensive
experience in conducting audits in many different
areas. We work through the process with you, and
take the time to explain the laws and regulations
in simple, clear terms without the legal and
accounting jargon.
There are various types of audits that businesses
of all shapes and sizes may find themselves
involved with during the course of their business.
For example, certain industries such as solicitors,
real estate agents and not-for-profit organisations
are required by regulation to be audited on a
regular basis (usually yearly). Other companies
may require audits as requested by regulatory
bodies such as the ATO or Work Cover or
perhaps you may request an internal audit of a
business if you are looking to buy or sell it.
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Are you entitled
to contest a Will?

Position…
Admin and Marketing Assistant

We can assist with carrying out and advising
clients in relation to, but not limited to, the
following types of audits:
Builders and Contractors audits
Capital Gains Tax audits
Club audits
Company audits
Due Diligence audits
Intellectual Property Due Diligence audits
Marketing Fund audits
Not-for-profit and Charity audits
Payroll Tax audits
Superannuation Fund audits
Shopping Centre audits
Tax audits
Trust Account audits
Workers Compensation (Work Cover) audits
If you require assistance or advice with any type
of audit please contact The Quinn Group on
1300 QUINNS or visit our website at
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.

The best thing about being an
Admin and Marketing Assistant is…
The amount of knowledge that I
gain everyday which will help me
in the future.
I love coming to the office
everyday because…
Of my colleagues and the positive
team environment that we have.
When I am not at the office my
favourite thing to do is…
Going to the beach, shopping and
spending time with my friends.
On my next holiday I am
going to…
Somewhere on the south coast, where
I can laze around all day and enjoy the
beach with my family.
The last book I read was…
Layne Beachley: Beneath the
Waves. The story of her life was very
inspirational and shows the strength
of self-belief and courage.

For any assistance please contact Quinns on 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
The Quinn Group is an integrated, accounting, legal, and financial planning practice, offering expert advice to help you achieve your business and personal
goals. With more than 20 years professional experience, we are committed to building long-lasting relationships and providing you with superior client service
in a timely and cost-effective manner. We offer our clients the unique opportunity to receive both financial and legal advice, at five convenient locations around
Sydney and at times that suit you.
SYDNEY: Level 1, 105 Pitt Street SUTHERLAND: Level 3, Endeavour House, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue
NEUTRAL BAY: Level 3, 156 Military Road PENRITH: 51 York Road PENSHURST: 3 Laycock Road
Disclaimer: The contents of this document titled “The Quintessential Brief” (the ‘Material’) are provided as general information only. It is not intended to be given as advice and should not be relied upon as such. If
you are concerned about any issue raised by the Material then you should seek your own professional advice. No warranty is given in relation to the accuracy, currency or completeness of the Material. No reader
should act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without first obtaining specific professional advice. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. The Quinn
Group respects your privacy. Should you not wish to receive this newsletter in the future please contact us on 1300 784 667.

© 2009 The Quinn Group (Australia) Pty Ltd.

THE RACE: The Marketing Departments of two rival American and Japanese companies decided to hold a boat race. Both teams practiced hard and long to reach
their peak performance levels until both teams felt they were ready to demonstrate their prowess. The big day arrived, and the Japanese won the race by a mile.
The American team was discouraged by the loss. Morale sagged. Corporate management decided that the reason for the crushing defeat had to be found, so they
hired a consultant to investigate the problem and recommend corrective action. The consultant's finding: The Japanese team had eight people rowing and one
person steering; the American team had one person rowing and eight people steering. After a year of additional study and millions spent analysing the problem, the
consultant firm concluded that too many people were steering and not enough people were rowing on the American team. So as race day neared again the following
year, the American team's management structure was completely reorganised. The new structure: four steering managers, three area steering managers, and a new
performance review system for the person rowing the boat to provide work incentive. Again the big day dawned, the race began, and the Japanese team won by TWO
miles. Humiliated, the American corporation laid off the rower for poor performance and gave the managers a bonus for discovering the problem.
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Marketing News

From the Desk

MICHAEL QUINN
Welcome to the December edition of The
Quintessential Brief. The end of another year is
almost upon us and the much deserved holiday
season is just around the corner!

• Are you entitled to contest a Will?
• Intellectual Property Protect the legacy of your business
• Important Dates
• At Quinns this Quarter
• Client Spotlight - Assured Security Group
• Maximise the return on your
investment property – know what
expenses you can claim
• Will your bookkeeper be eligible for
registration under the new Tax Agent
Services Act 2009?
• Save money and 'go green' at work
• Could your team win a grand final?
• Google AdWords explained
• Clear, Concise, Consistent,
Communication: A Key Tool of
an Effective Business
• Quinns Auditing Services
• Staff profile – Lillian Armstrong
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As a country we have managed to (just) survive
the predicted dramatic fallout as a result of the
“global financial crisis”. And whilst we are not out
of the woods yet, the recent rise in interest rates
indicates that we are heading in the right direction
and will potentially hear the phrase “GFC” muttered
less and less in 2010.
With the country’s economy on the mend it is
an ideal time to look closer to home and assess
personal and business situations that present the
opportunity for developing and sustaining growth
and economic stability.
We have packed this edition of The Quintessential
Brief with a variety of topics that we hope you
find informative. In Legal News we address
the importance of protecting your intellectual
property to ensure that your business and ideas
are protected well into the future, as well as the
common reasons why Wills are often contested.
In Accounting News – the proposed introduction
of the Tax Agent Services Act 2009 will introduce
registration conditions on bookkeepers who
prepare and lodge BAS. Find out how the new laws
will affect bookkeepers and your business. Also,
investment property owners are always looking
for ways to maximise their return, however a small
number are actually aware of the vast range of
expenses that can be claimed as a tax deduction
in order to legally minimise the tax payable,
effectively increasing the total return.

www.quinns.com.au

Clear, concise, consistent
communication: A key tool
of an effective business

We also feature contributions from Clarity
Marketing on the benefits of clear communication
with your customers and scratch the surface
of the world of Google AdWords. Logic & Form
share some easy tips for both saving money and
energy in the workplace and and energy in the
workplace and Susan from Balance at Work takes
an interesting approach to explaining the field of
Human Resources by likening it to the favourite
Australian pastime of football!

So you have a company website – everyone
thinks it looks great and surely now you’ll
be able to attract a whole network for new
customers. Unfortunately in reality, designing
and developing your website is only one part
of an effective online marketing strategy. The
big question is how do potential customers
find your website if they haven’t seen or heard
your website name?

And if you’ve built a really great online strategy
your website will also appear high up in the
organic search listings too, that is, if your
website contains the same highly relevant
keywords being searched.

Firstly, we’re not here to affirm the virtues
of Google (they hardly need our marketing
support). Rather our goal is to help you
develop a strategy that will be effective for
your business, and Google Adwords is one
avenue for attracting new customers to your
site, using an Adwords campaign.

The Advantages include:

Google Adwords is simple and concise textbased online advertising. Your ad will appear
on the right hand side of a computer screen
when someone does an internet keyword
search matching your ads keywords.
For example, when a user types in the search
words “Tax Lawyer” the Quinn Lawyers ad will
appear.

With Google AdWords, you can create the
ads yourself using the key words or phrases
related to your business.

Your company’s marketing communication extends
across many touch points. From your support staff
and professionals, through to your company’s
marketing collateral, such as direct mail, invoices,
signage, websites and all things in between.
All the money spent on creating great looking
company collateral will mean little if your
communication message is not clear, concise and
consistent.
Try this quick quiz to see how confident you are that
your communication, is clear, consistent and easily
understood by both employees and customers alike.

There is no minimum spending
requirement–you set your own budget. And
you pay only for results, i.e. you only pay
when people click on your ad.
You can set your ads to appear only to
people searching in a particular city, region
or country so that you can target the
customers you want to attract.
People can simply click on your ad to make
a purchase or go direct to your website to
learn more about you.
It allows you to track your ads performance
through its online reporting. With this user
information you can then edit your ads to
improve performance or adjust your budget
accordingly.

Quick Quiz
Score yourself:
3 – Totally agree I 2 – Agree I 1 – Disagree
1. We have a positioning statement that clearly
defines our company’s point of difference.
2. We have a tagline that reinforces the company’s
reason for being, and is featured prominently on
all our marketing materials.
3. We have a standard company colour and company
logo, which is consistently displayed across
signage, letterhead, business cards etc.
4. Everyone in our organisation knows what our
company identity is and can articulate it clearly.
If you scored less than what you were hoping for,
then your marketing communication may need a
little more work.
If the words you use to describe your company and
what it offers are badly chosen or inconsistent, or
worse still not known by your own staff, how will your
customers know what your business offers them?

Check out page 4 for all the fun of the Melbourne
Cup office party and we put the spotlight on
Randall Barge and Assured Security Group.
We hope that you find the information contained
in The Quintessential Brief beneficial. If there
are any legal, tax or accounting issues that you
would like us to address in future editions, please
contact us on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.
You can also register online to receive the latest
legal, accounting and financial news update each
Monday morning via our Weekly Client Alert.

Clear, concise and consistent communication helps
your business demonstrate
How your business can help solve their problem
– after all, whether you’re selling razor blades to
shave facial hair OR plumbing services to fix leaky
taps – you are solving your customer’s problem
with your product or service!
What makes your company unique from its
competitors – a great example is Gillette’s “The
Best a Man Can Get” tagline.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you
and your loved ones. We look forward to working
with you again in 2010.

An emotional connection with your customers –
Knowing that your communication is always clear
and consistent builds trust and reliability.

Regards
Michael

If you’d like to find out how to implement a
strategic Goggle Adwords campaign or Search
Engine Optimisation, contact Deborah from
Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or email
dcq@claritymarketing.com.au

When your communication is clear, concise and
consistent, every single touch point in your company
repeats the same key selling message every time!
If you’d like to find out how you can improve your
marketing communications, contact Deborah from
Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or email
dcq@claritymarketing.com.au

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Small Business News

Could your team
win a grand final?

Legal News

How would you feel if your favourite club chose
their teams on the basis of a hunch?
What if the coach didn't spend time studying
the form of the players and placing them in the
optimal positions for their relative strengths?
I'm sure you'll agree that approach wouldn't help
them win many matches! Would you still want
to be a fan?
So why are we so complacent about how we
select and allocate roles in our business teams?
And why do we forget to allocate time and
resources to coaching a winning team?
We see managers rely on their intuition for people
decisions every day. Some are successful.
Unfortunately, most learn there's truth in the old
saying 'act in haste, repent at leisure'!
Insure yourself against disappointment by
investing in:
1. Picking only top players
2. Coaching for peak performance
3. Acting immediately when you spot a problem
Commercial buildings are responsible for the most
significant proportion of energy consumption and
green house gas emissions for the commercial
building sector, with hospitals and offices being the
largest emitters.
Modern businesses rely heavily on a wide range
of equipment, which is a significant factor in the
amount of greenhouse gas emissions from most
businesses. These emissions can be reduced by
both purchasing energy efficient equipment and
by making adjustments to the way you use this
equipment.
Here’s some simple changes that can be
implemented in your business:
All equipment should be turned off every
night and every weekend, especially larger
equipment like photocopiers. Remember to
check the appliance is really off and not just
in sleep mode. By turning off computers at
night you could potentially save $200.00 per
computer per year.
Turn off things like coffee machines,
paper shredders, desk lamps, rechargers,
transformers and scanners potentially saving
$300.00 to $400.00 on standby power.
Stop junk mail by writing to the companies that
send junk journals or brochures requesting to
be removed from their mailing lists
Include a “Please consider the environment
before printing this email” note on your email
signature.
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Install timers. Timers allow you to specify
periods in which the equipment is to be kept
running and alternatively when it is to be turned
off. A timer on a small hot water service has the
potential to save $280.00 per year
Reduce air conditioning temperature by 1
degree, on average every degree will reduce
your air conditioning costs by 20%

Balance
at Work
In today’s marketplace, cost reduction and

improving performance are a must for those
who wish to stay one step ahead. Logic & Form
is a consultancy business that aims to provide
support and enhance business’s environmental
performance by going green. Our skill is to
develop your business by implementing uniquely
designed processes, whether you want a relatively
straight forward energy-efficiency analysis of your
premises or assistance with a major refurbishment
of your energy systems, our aim is to deliver
improved environmental performance thus profiting
your business.
For more advice on your business ‘going green’
contact Greg and the team at Logic & Form on
1300 944 384 or email greg@logicform.com.au

Level 4, 379 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000
P: 1300 944 384
E: greg@logicform.com.au
www.logicform.com.au

Supporters of teams at the bottom of the ladder
know performance problems rarely - if ever just disappear. Can you afford that distraction
on the way to your goal?
TIP: Get in the habit of taking a closer
look at what you need from your team.

The passing of a loved one can be an extremely
emotional experience. This can be made all
the more difficult if there is any kind of dispute
against the Will of the deceased.
Disputes often arise when parties that are
associated with the deceased person disagree
with their intentions as contained in their Will.
Common scenarios that can cause disputes
include:
Parties being completely left out of the Will
and they feel that they are entitled to a
portion of the estate,
Parties being included in the Will but
believing that they should have a larger
share of the estate,
The executor or other beneficiaries believe
that a party that has been nominated in the
Will should not receive any portion of their
allocated share,
The executor or other beneficiaries believe
that a party that has been nominated in the
Will should only receive a reduced portion of
their allocated share, or
If the Will is invalid or has been incorrectly
executed, or there is no Will at all, then there
may be grounds for various parties to make
claims on the assets of the estate.

The criteria regarding who is eligible to contest
a Will varies slightly from State to State. In
New South Wales, those who can commence
proceedings for provision include: a spouse
(including a de facto) and a person living in a
domestic relationship (including a member of
a same-sex couple); a child of the deceased;
a former spouse of the deceased; other
dependent persons (for example, a financial
dependant) who is a grandchild or was a
member of the same household. In all States,
the spouse and children of the deceased are
eligible applicants.
By and large, the family provision legislation
throughout Australia is relatively uniform.
Essentially, each of the States and Territories
confer powers on the court to make an order
if the provisions of the deceased’s will, or
the intestacy laws of the relevant State, fail
to make adequate provision for the property
maintenance and support of an eligible person.
If you would like more information or advice
regarding creating or contesting a Will or for any
other Wills or Estate Planning matter, please
call us on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online
enquiry.

ACTION: Get familiar with the range
of assessment reports available from
Balance at Work. There's one that suits
your particular need, right now.
Balance at Work is the human capital expert
for financial services companies of 5-500
employees. We combine the most accurate,
insightful and easy to use online testing tool
with expert advice, to give managers confidence
to hire the right people first, make the most
of their potential and approach difficult
performance discussions with ease, creating
businesses that are highly competitive because
they have productive and valued employees.
To find out more about how we can help you,
contact Susan on 1300 785 150 or email
susanr@balanceatwork.com.au

Suite 303, Level 3,
105 Pitt St Sydney NSW 2000
P: 1300 785 150
E: advice@balanceatwork.com.au
www.balanceatwork.com.au

Whilst insurance and succession
planning play major roles in securing the
future of your business, protecting your
intellectual property can often be just
as important, yet is something that is
regularly overlooked.
So, what exactly is intellectual property
and why does it need protecting? The
term intellectual property refers to
patents, trademarks and designs. And
this covers everything from logos,
pictures, words and phrases, to ideas,
creations, products and innovations.
For a majority of businesses a great
percentage of their appeal and success
is related to their distinctive business
name, logo, product or service offering.
As the success of a business grows and
strengthens, so to does the brand and

the various elements that customers
and business associates align with the
recognition and experience of that brand.
It takes years to develop a business and
the recognition of its brand. The only
way to ensure that the reward of those
years of hard work remain with your
business for years to come is to protect
them. Without a trademark, patent or
design your intangible business assets
such as name, logo and unique product
or service could be easily picked up by a
thrifty (and cunning) businessperson and
they are then able to effectively ‘cash-in’
on the hard work that you have put in
to establishing the reputation of your
business.
Not only is it important to initially protect
the parts of your business image that

you would like to protect but this is not
something that you can just ‘set and
forget’. Trademarks can expire and if you
fail to renew them then your property
becomes fair game.
You work hard to build your business so
with a little extra effort you can ensure
that future recognition of the brand and
its success stays in the right hands. Just
like insurance, it is too important to
think ‘it won’t happen to me’ because
no amount of money can buy back your
intellectual property.
The team of lawyers at The Quinn
Group can help you to ensure that the
intellectual property of your business
is well protected. Contact us on 1300
QUINNS or visit www.quinns.com.au for
more information.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Accounting News
Legislation for the Tax Agent Services Act 2009
has been drafted and is intended to be enacted
early in 2010. The new regulations will see that
bookkeepers who are currently preparing and
lodging Business Activity Statements (BAS)
for a fee are now required to meet standard
eligibility criteria and must be registered to
perform those services.

Owning an investment property can be a
rewarding experience, both financially and
emotionally. Apart from the purchase cost of
the property there are numerous other costs
involved such as bank fees and interest, body
corporate fees, conveyancing costs as well as
stamp duty and other tax liabilities.
Looking sharp. Andrew and his
prize for ‘best dressed male

The winners podiu

m

Although we were not afforded the luxury of a public holiday like our friends south of the border
we decided that was no reason to miss out on all the fun of Melbourne Cup Day! We took the
afternoon to get out of the office and enjoy each others company whilst indulging in some fine
food and beverages at the lovely Industrie Bar next door to our City office. Of course we then
directed our attention to The Race that Stops the Nation. Congratulations to Amanda, Steven
and Roy who took out the top prizes in the office sweep and also to Andrew who was awarded
best dressed male at the venue! A fantastic day of fun!

Name of your business?
Assured Security Group Pty Ltd

RAN DAL BARG E

What does your business do?
Event and Site Security and
Cash in Transit Services
How long have you been operating?
Since 1998
What distinguishes your business
from your competitors?
Small business personal service with
big business experience. Our unique
reporting facility provided to our clients
weekly and hands on management
style and professional service together
with a crazy wife/business partner who
never lets me get away with anything.

When I started this business I
wished I’d known…
How tight profit margins are in security
manpower and how many hours of
service you provide as a business
owner free of charge.
Best business advice anyone has
given you?
Copyright all intellectual property.
What do you think the key to your
success has been to date?
Rapport we have with our clients and
our commitment to provide a service
standard second to none together with
the experience and dedication of our
administration staff.

M erry Christmas

However, all of these extra costs need not leave
the avid investor completely out of pocket. With
a little tax knowledge and some professional
advice you may be able to claim a majority of
the expenses associated with the purchase,
ongoing maintenance and the process of
generating income from your investment
property, as tax deductions.
Preparing tax returns and claiming deductions
where investment properties are concerned can
often be a complex area as there are usually not
hard and fast rules that can be applied every
time.
Whilst there are a range of expenses that can
be deducted in relation to investment properties
the criteria for all expenses is not the same. The
three main types of rental expenses are:
Those that cannot be claimed
Those that can be claimed as an immediate
deduction in the year that they are incurred,
and,
Those that can be deducted over a number of
income years

A deduction can usually be claimed for certain
expenses that are incurred for the period that your
property is being rented or is available for rent.
There are many contributing factors when
determining your eligibility for claiming rental
property deductions and as a result it is
important that you always seek the advice of
a professional tax accountant before making
any major decisions. This will not only ensure
that you are getting your maximum ATO refund
that is legally due to you but also that you are
legally compliant and not at risk of receiving
any unexpected penalties or fines. If you want
to maximise the return on your investment
property, contact The Quinn Group on
1300 QUINNS or visit www.quinns.com.au
and submit an online enquiry.
Michael Quinn regularly contributes editorial
features to a range of publications, including
Your Investment Property magazine. Above is an
excerpt from one such article. The full catalogue
of items can be viewed on our website at
www.quinns.com.au/editorial-features

Have you done your 2008/09 tax return yet?
Contact us now to avoid any penalties for late lodgement.
1300 QUINNS or visit www.quinns.com.au

The new laws will provide a standardised system
for the bookkeeping industry and calls on
practitioners to achieve and maintain the highest
levels of qualification and experience. The
industry benefits from knowing that its members
are operating to the highest of standards and
consumers are able to feel confident that their
bookkeeper possesses a relevant and up-todate skill set and has the support of his or her
industry as they have proven themselves by
meeting the registration criteria.
Specifically, the new legislation will only directly
impact bookkeepers who are involved with
preparing and lodging BAS. Those who are
involved in data inputting to compile a report
for the purpose of completing and submitting
a BAS can continue to do so under the new
laws without being registered but their duties
are limited to that task only. However, where
large businesses are concerned it is not always
necessary for each individual to meet the criteria
and be registered independently. Provided that
the business is seen to have a satisfactory
number of registered individuals and the BAS
preparation process is being supervised by
those registered bookkeepers or BAS/tax
agents then this considered acceptable practice.
Of notable benefit is the ‘safe harbour’
provisions of the new Act. Under the proposed
legislation, taxpayers are protected from having
to pay administrative penalties for late lodgment
or making a false or misleading declaration on
the condition that they engaged a registered
BAS agent and provided them with all the
relevant information to enable the preparation of
the document.
As practicing accountants and tax agents the
bookkeepers at Quinn Consultants will all be
compliant under the proposed legislation. For
expert bookkeeping, tax and accounting advice
contact us on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website
www.quinns.com.au to submit an online enquiry.

AN D HAP PY N EW YEAR F ROM TH E TEAM AT QU I N N S
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expert bookkeeping, tax and accounting advice
contact us on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website
www.quinns.com.au to submit an online enquiry.

AN D HAP PY N EW YEAR F ROM TH E TEAM AT QU I N N S
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Small Business News

Could your team
win a grand final?

Legal News

How would you feel if your favourite club chose
their teams on the basis of a hunch?
What if the coach didn't spend time studying
the form of the players and placing them in the
optimal positions for their relative strengths?
I'm sure you'll agree that approach wouldn't help
them win many matches! Would you still want
to be a fan?
So why are we so complacent about how we
select and allocate roles in our business teams?
And why do we forget to allocate time and
resources to coaching a winning team?
We see managers rely on their intuition for people
decisions every day. Some are successful.
Unfortunately, most learn there's truth in the old
saying 'act in haste, repent at leisure'!
Insure yourself against disappointment by
investing in:
1. Picking only top players
2. Coaching for peak performance
3. Acting immediately when you spot a problem
Commercial buildings are responsible for the most
significant proportion of energy consumption and
green house gas emissions for the commercial
building sector, with hospitals and offices being the
largest emitters.
Modern businesses rely heavily on a wide range
of equipment, which is a significant factor in the
amount of greenhouse gas emissions from most
businesses. These emissions can be reduced by
both purchasing energy efficient equipment and
by making adjustments to the way you use this
equipment.
Here’s some simple changes that can be
implemented in your business:
All equipment should be turned off every
night and every weekend, especially larger
equipment like photocopiers. Remember to
check the appliance is really off and not just
in sleep mode. By turning off computers at
night you could potentially save $200.00 per
computer per year.
Turn off things like coffee machines,
paper shredders, desk lamps, rechargers,
transformers and scanners potentially saving
$300.00 to $400.00 on standby power.
Stop junk mail by writing to the companies that
send junk journals or brochures requesting to
be removed from their mailing lists
Include a “Please consider the environment
before printing this email” note on your email
signature.
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Install timers. Timers allow you to specify
periods in which the equipment is to be kept
running and alternatively when it is to be turned
off. A timer on a small hot water service has the
potential to save $280.00 per year
Reduce air conditioning temperature by 1
degree, on average every degree will reduce
your air conditioning costs by 20%

Balance
at Work
In today’s marketplace, cost reduction and

improving performance are a must for those
who wish to stay one step ahead. Logic & Form
is a consultancy business that aims to provide
support and enhance business’s environmental
performance by going green. Our skill is to
develop your business by implementing uniquely
designed processes, whether you want a relatively
straight forward energy-efficiency analysis of your
premises or assistance with a major refurbishment
of your energy systems, our aim is to deliver
improved environmental performance thus profiting
your business.
For more advice on your business ‘going green’
contact Greg and the team at Logic & Form on
1300 944 384 or email greg@logicform.com.au

Level 4, 379 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000
P: 1300 944 384
E: greg@logicform.com.au
www.logicform.com.au

Supporters of teams at the bottom of the ladder
know performance problems rarely - if ever just disappear. Can you afford that distraction
on the way to your goal?
TIP: Get in the habit of taking a closer
look at what you need from your team.

The passing of a loved one can be an extremely
emotional experience. This can be made all
the more difficult if there is any kind of dispute
against the Will of the deceased.
Disputes often arise when parties that are
associated with the deceased person disagree
with their intentions as contained in their Will.
Common scenarios that can cause disputes
include:
Parties being completely left out of the Will
and they feel that they are entitled to a
portion of the estate,
Parties being included in the Will but
believing that they should have a larger
share of the estate,
The executor or other beneficiaries believe
that a party that has been nominated in the
Will should not receive any portion of their
allocated share,
The executor or other beneficiaries believe
that a party that has been nominated in the
Will should only receive a reduced portion of
their allocated share, or
If the Will is invalid or has been incorrectly
executed, or there is no Will at all, then there
may be grounds for various parties to make
claims on the assets of the estate.

The criteria regarding who is eligible to contest
a Will varies slightly from State to State. In
New South Wales, those who can commence
proceedings for provision include: a spouse
(including a de facto) and a person living in a
domestic relationship (including a member of
a same-sex couple); a child of the deceased;
a former spouse of the deceased; other
dependent persons (for example, a financial
dependant) who is a grandchild or was a
member of the same household. In all States,
the spouse and children of the deceased are
eligible applicants.
By and large, the family provision legislation
throughout Australia is relatively uniform.
Essentially, each of the States and Territories
confer powers on the court to make an order
if the provisions of the deceased’s will, or
the intestacy laws of the relevant State, fail
to make adequate provision for the property
maintenance and support of an eligible person.
If you would like more information or advice
regarding creating or contesting a Will or for any
other Wills or Estate Planning matter, please
call us on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online
enquiry.

ACTION: Get familiar with the range
of assessment reports available from
Balance at Work. There's one that suits
your particular need, right now.
Balance at Work is the human capital expert
for financial services companies of 5-500
employees. We combine the most accurate,
insightful and easy to use online testing tool
with expert advice, to give managers confidence
to hire the right people first, make the most
of their potential and approach difficult
performance discussions with ease, creating
businesses that are highly competitive because
they have productive and valued employees.
To find out more about how we can help you,
contact Susan on 1300 785 150 or email
susanr@balanceatwork.com.au

Suite 303, Level 3,
105 Pitt St Sydney NSW 2000
P: 1300 785 150
E: advice@balanceatwork.com.au
www.balanceatwork.com.au

Whilst insurance and succession
planning play major roles in securing the
future of your business, protecting your
intellectual property can often be just
as important, yet is something that is
regularly overlooked.
So, what exactly is intellectual property
and why does it need protecting? The
term intellectual property refers to
patents, trademarks and designs. And
this covers everything from logos,
pictures, words and phrases, to ideas,
creations, products and innovations.
For a majority of businesses a great
percentage of their appeal and success
is related to their distinctive business
name, logo, product or service offering.
As the success of a business grows and
strengthens, so to does the brand and

the various elements that customers
and business associates align with the
recognition and experience of that brand.
It takes years to develop a business and
the recognition of its brand. The only
way to ensure that the reward of those
years of hard work remain with your
business for years to come is to protect
them. Without a trademark, patent or
design your intangible business assets
such as name, logo and unique product
or service could be easily picked up by a
thrifty (and cunning) businessperson and
they are then able to effectively ‘cash-in’
on the hard work that you have put in
to establishing the reputation of your
business.
Not only is it important to initially protect
the parts of your business image that

you would like to protect but this is not
something that you can just ‘set and
forget’. Trademarks can expire and if you
fail to renew them then your property
becomes fair game.
You work hard to build your business so
with a little extra effort you can ensure
that future recognition of the brand and
its success stays in the right hands. Just
like insurance, it is too important to
think ‘it won’t happen to me’ because
no amount of money can buy back your
intellectual property.
The team of lawyers at The Quinn
Group can help you to ensure that the
intellectual property of your business
is well protected. Contact us on 1300
QUINNS or visit www.quinns.com.au for
more information.
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Marketing News

From the Desk

MICHAEL QUINN
Welcome to the December edition of The
Quintessential Brief. The end of another year is
almost upon us and the much deserved holiday
season is just around the corner!

• Are you entitled to contest a Will?
• Intellectual Property Protect the legacy of your business
• Important Dates
• At Quinns this Quarter
• Client Spotlight - Assured Security Group
• Maximise the return on your
investment property – know what
expenses you can claim
• Will your bookkeeper be eligible for
registration under the new Tax Agent
Services Act 2009?
• Save money and 'go green' at work
• Could your team win a grand final?
• Google AdWords explained
• Clear, Concise, Consistent,
Communication: A Key Tool of
an Effective Business
• Quinns Auditing Services
• Staff profile – Lillian Armstrong
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As a country we have managed to (just) survive
the predicted dramatic fallout as a result of the
“global financial crisis”. And whilst we are not out
of the woods yet, the recent rise in interest rates
indicates that we are heading in the right direction
and will potentially hear the phrase “GFC” muttered
less and less in 2010.
With the country’s economy on the mend it is
an ideal time to look closer to home and assess
personal and business situations that present the
opportunity for developing and sustaining growth
and economic stability.
We have packed this edition of The Quintessential
Brief with a variety of topics that we hope you
find informative. In Legal News we address
the importance of protecting your intellectual
property to ensure that your business and ideas
are protected well into the future, as well as the
common reasons why Wills are often contested.
In Accounting News – the proposed introduction
of the Tax Agent Services Act 2009 will introduce
registration conditions on bookkeepers who
prepare and lodge BAS. Find out how the new laws
will affect bookkeepers and your business. Also,
investment property owners are always looking
for ways to maximise their return, however a small
number are actually aware of the vast range of
expenses that can be claimed as a tax deduction
in order to legally minimise the tax payable,
effectively increasing the total return.

www.quinns.com.au

Clear, concise, consistent
communication: A key tool
of an effective business

We also feature contributions from Clarity
Marketing on the benefits of clear communication
with your customers and scratch the surface
of the world of Google AdWords. Logic & Form
share some easy tips for both saving money and
energy in the workplace and and energy in the
workplace and Susan from Balance at Work takes
an interesting approach to explaining the field of
Human Resources by likening it to the favourite
Australian pastime of football!

So you have a company website – everyone
thinks it looks great and surely now you’ll
be able to attract a whole network for new
customers. Unfortunately in reality, designing
and developing your website is only one part
of an effective online marketing strategy. The
big question is how do potential customers
find your website if they haven’t seen or heard
your website name?

And if you’ve built a really great online strategy
your website will also appear high up in the
organic search listings too, that is, if your
website contains the same highly relevant
keywords being searched.

Firstly, we’re not here to affirm the virtues
of Google (they hardly need our marketing
support). Rather our goal is to help you
develop a strategy that will be effective for
your business, and Google Adwords is one
avenue for attracting new customers to your
site, using an Adwords campaign.

The Advantages include:

Google Adwords is simple and concise textbased online advertising. Your ad will appear
on the right hand side of a computer screen
when someone does an internet keyword
search matching your ads keywords.
For example, when a user types in the search
words “Tax Lawyer” the Quinn Lawyers ad will
appear.

With Google AdWords, you can create the
ads yourself using the key words or phrases
related to your business.

Your company’s marketing communication extends
across many touch points. From your support staff
and professionals, through to your company’s
marketing collateral, such as direct mail, invoices,
signage, websites and all things in between.
All the money spent on creating great looking
company collateral will mean little if your
communication message is not clear, concise and
consistent.
Try this quick quiz to see how confident you are that
your communication, is clear, consistent and easily
understood by both employees and customers alike.

There is no minimum spending
requirement–you set your own budget. And
you pay only for results, i.e. you only pay
when people click on your ad.
You can set your ads to appear only to
people searching in a particular city, region
or country so that you can target the
customers you want to attract.
People can simply click on your ad to make
a purchase or go direct to your website to
learn more about you.
It allows you to track your ads performance
through its online reporting. With this user
information you can then edit your ads to
improve performance or adjust your budget
accordingly.

Quick Quiz
Score yourself:
3 – Totally agree I 2 – Agree I 1 – Disagree
1. We have a positioning statement that clearly
defines our company’s point of difference.
2. We have a tagline that reinforces the company’s
reason for being, and is featured prominently on
all our marketing materials.
3. We have a standard company colour and company
logo, which is consistently displayed across
signage, letterhead, business cards etc.
4. Everyone in our organisation knows what our
company identity is and can articulate it clearly.
If you scored less than what you were hoping for,
then your marketing communication may need a
little more work.
If the words you use to describe your company and
what it offers are badly chosen or inconsistent, or
worse still not known by your own staff, how will your
customers know what your business offers them?

Check out page 4 for all the fun of the Melbourne
Cup office party and we put the spotlight on
Randall Barge and Assured Security Group.
We hope that you find the information contained
in The Quintessential Brief beneficial. If there
are any legal, tax or accounting issues that you
would like us to address in future editions, please
contact us on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.
You can also register online to receive the latest
legal, accounting and financial news update each
Monday morning via our Weekly Client Alert.

Clear, concise and consistent communication helps
your business demonstrate
How your business can help solve their problem
– after all, whether you’re selling razor blades to
shave facial hair OR plumbing services to fix leaky
taps – you are solving your customer’s problem
with your product or service!
What makes your company unique from its
competitors – a great example is Gillette’s “The
Best a Man Can Get” tagline.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you
and your loved ones. We look forward to working
with you again in 2010.

An emotional connection with your customers –
Knowing that your communication is always clear
and consistent builds trust and reliability.

Regards
Michael

If you’d like to find out how to implement a
strategic Goggle Adwords campaign or Search
Engine Optimisation, contact Deborah from
Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or email
dcq@claritymarketing.com.au

When your communication is clear, concise and
consistent, every single touch point in your company
repeats the same key selling message every time!
If you’d like to find out how you can improve your
marketing communications, contact Deborah from
Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or email
dcq@claritymarketing.com.au
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Maximise the return
on your investment
property
Know what expenses
you can claim

Often, the mention of the word ‘audit’ strikes fear
into the heart of all business owners. They view
an audit as a stressful and often confusing time.
However, it need not be this way.
The team at The Quinn Group has extensive
experience in conducting audits in many different
areas. We work through the process with you, and
take the time to explain the laws and regulations
in simple, clear terms without the legal and
accounting jargon.
There are various types of audits that businesses
of all shapes and sizes may find themselves
involved with during the course of their business.
For example, certain industries such as solicitors,
real estate agents and not-for-profit organisations
are required by regulation to be audited on a
regular basis (usually yearly). Other companies
may require audits as requested by regulatory
bodies such as the ATO or Work Cover or
perhaps you may request an internal audit of a
business if you are looking to buy or sell it.

DECEMBER 2009 l Summer Edition

Are you entitled
to contest a Will?

Position…
Admin and Marketing Assistant

We can assist with carrying out and advising
clients in relation to, but not limited to, the
following types of audits:
Builders and Contractors audits
Capital Gains Tax audits
Club audits
Company audits
Due Diligence audits
Intellectual Property Due Diligence audits
Marketing Fund audits
Not-for-profit and Charity audits
Payroll Tax audits
Superannuation Fund audits
Shopping Centre audits
Tax audits
Trust Account audits
Workers Compensation (Work Cover) audits
If you require assistance or advice with any type
of audit please contact The Quinn Group on
1300 QUINNS or visit our website at
www.quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.

The best thing about being an
Admin and Marketing Assistant is…
The amount of knowledge that I
gain everyday which will help me
in the future.
I love coming to the office
everyday because…
Of my colleagues and the positive
team environment that we have.
When I am not at the office my
favourite thing to do is…
Going to the beach, shopping and
spending time with my friends.
On my next holiday I am
going to…
Somewhere on the south coast, where
I can laze around all day and enjoy the
beach with my family.
The last book I read was…
Layne Beachley: Beneath the
Waves. The story of her life was very
inspirational and shows the strength
of self-belief and courage.

For any assistance please contact Quinns on 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
The Quinn Group is an integrated, accounting, legal, and financial planning practice, offering expert advice to help you achieve your business and personal
goals. With more than 20 years professional experience, we are committed to building long-lasting relationships and providing you with superior client service
in a timely and cost-effective manner. We offer our clients the unique opportunity to receive both financial and legal advice, at five convenient locations around
Sydney and at times that suit you.
SYDNEY: Level 1, 105 Pitt Street SUTHERLAND: Level 3, Endeavour House, 3-5 Stapleton Avenue
NEUTRAL BAY: Level 3, 156 Military Road PENRITH: 51 York Road PENSHURST: 3 Laycock Road
Disclaimer: The contents of this document titled “The Quintessential Brief” (the ‘Material’) are provided as general information only. It is not intended to be given as advice and should not be relied upon as such. If
you are concerned about any issue raised by the Material then you should seek your own professional advice. No warranty is given in relation to the accuracy, currency or completeness of the Material. No reader
should act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without first obtaining specific professional advice. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. The Quinn
Group respects your privacy. Should you not wish to receive this newsletter in the future please contact us on 1300 784 667.

© 2009 The Quinn Group (Australia) Pty Ltd.

THE RACE: The Marketing Departments of two rival American and Japanese companies decided to hold a boat race. Both teams practiced hard and long to reach
their peak performance levels until both teams felt they were ready to demonstrate their prowess. The big day arrived, and the Japanese won the race by a mile.
The American team was discouraged by the loss. Morale sagged. Corporate management decided that the reason for the crushing defeat had to be found, so they
hired a consultant to investigate the problem and recommend corrective action. The consultant's finding: The Japanese team had eight people rowing and one
person steering; the American team had one person rowing and eight people steering. After a year of additional study and millions spent analysing the problem, the
consultant firm concluded that too many people were steering and not enough people were rowing on the American team. So as race day neared again the following
year, the American team's management structure was completely reorganised. The new structure: four steering managers, three area steering managers, and a new
performance review system for the person rowing the boat to provide work incentive. Again the big day dawned, the race began, and the Japanese team won by TWO
miles. Humiliated, the American corporation laid off the rower for poor performance and gave the managers a bonus for discovering the problem.
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